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Abstract: In many farm animal species, the preference of a specific sex is obvious mainly due to commercial 

implications; so for comprehensive and efficient results in the livestock management plans specially 

breedingand selection programs, it is necessary to include acost-effective and reliable strategy for early 

determination of fetal sex. Several invasive and non-invasive approaches have been established for fetal gender 

detection in farm animals at early gestational age. Non-invasive determination of fetal sex based on analysis of 

cffDNA in maternal plasma would be a useful tool for management decisions andprovides opportunities for 

prenatal genetic diagnosis. Among the numerous demonstrated applications forcffDNA, early fetal sexing 

appears to be promising area for immediate application in farm animal industry. Still there is great potential for 

the continued application of this genetic material for prenatal fetal genetic evaluation. The significant 

contributions of cffDNA in general and its practical application in horse, cattle and sheep fetal gender detection 

in particular are collected in this paper.  
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I. Introduction 

Prenatal diagnosis and prenatal screening are aspects of prenatal care that focus on detecting anatomic 

and physiologic problems with the zygote, embryo or fetus as early as possible, either before gestation even 

starts or as early in gestation as practicable. Using medical tests, problems such as chromosome abnormalities 

and gene mutations that would lead to genetic disorders and birth defectswill be detected. In some cases, the 

tests are administered to determine if the fetus will be aborted. Screening can also be used for prenatal sex 

determination which is the prenatal testing for discerning the sex of a fetus before birth. This article reviews 

recent literatures which discuss prenatal sex determination in farm animals with special emphasis on analysis of 

cell free fetal DNA in maternal plasma which introducing a new approach for prenatalevaluation.  

 

1.1, Sex determination and development 

Sexual differentiation is the process of development of any male- or female-specific physical or 

behavioral characteristic. During this process, organisms are equipped with the necessary anatomy and 

physiology to allow sexual reproduction to occur. The sexual fate of the organism is castat fertilization but sex 

differences range greatly and is revealed during fetal development[1]. In mammals, sex is determined by an XY 

sex-determination system, where an XX chromosome combination determines a female, and an XY 

chromosome combination a male. Sex determination results from the interplay of genes in a complex network 

[2].Only a few genes on the Y-chromosome are required to make the indifferent fetus into a male; the lack of 

these genes results in a female. In most mammals, including humans and domestic animals, sexual fate is 

determined genetically by the presence of the SRY gene (sex-determining region on the Y chromosome), which 

encodes the testis-determining factor on the Y chromosome, inducing differentiation of cells derived from 

the genital ridges into testes[3, 4]. 

 

1.2, Importance of prenatal sex determination 

Sex, male or female is a genetic trait, which cannot be manipulated effectively in breeding programs 

[5]. Control of the sex ratio of animals is desired in the livestock industry. Nowadays, determining the sex of an 

unborn bovine or equine fetus is increasingly requested in the marketplace. Precise diagnosis of fetal sex in 

domestic species has considerable research and commercial applications in the livestock industry[6-8].There are 

multiple phenotypic consequences of genetic sex that determine the future reproductive characteristics of the 

newborn in animal production industry. For example dairy calves might become a herd replacement, producing 

offspring and lactating or become a male byproduct and be sold for veal. Behavior, size and efficiency of 

growth are considered as other phenotypic outcomes of genetic sex that programmed during fetal life[9]. All 

sectors of the cattle industry would derive economicbenefits from the ability to determine the sex ofcalves in 

early gestation. As international orders are placed requesting heifers pregnant with heifer calves, so modern 

dairy production get benefits from the birth of female offspring[10]. Early fetal sex determination can change 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XY_sex-determination_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XY_sex-determination_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XY_sex-determination_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gonadal_ridge
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the value of the pregnancy  and could be used to direct salesof calves prior to their birth, increasing the 

commercialvalue[11].For meat production purposes, however, male offspring are generally advantageous due to 

faster growth and better feed efficiencies[10].In beef cattle breeds in United States, steers are worth about US$ 

60 more than heifers at weaning[12]because male calves tend to gain higher weights and subsequent higher feed 

efficiency during fattening[5]. Sexing of twins is also advantageous in the case of unwanted pregnancies, such 

as those bearing freemartin[13].Determining of fetal sex is usefulin production systems and in artificial 

inseminationbreeding programs of large purebred herds, when combined withmanagement decisions[11]. Itwill 

also help dairy farmers in deciding whether or not to retain pregnant cows already assigned for culling[13]. 

Controlling the gender of offspring has considerable economic value in agriculture[14]. The control of sex ratio 

in livestock and poultry to increase efficiency of food production is potentially worth millions of dollars 

annually[15]. 

In contrast to dairy and beef cattle, that preference of a specific sex is due to commercial implications, 

in horses, individual considerations is the choice between desired and non-desired sex[16]. For example, the 

male thoroughbred is preferred for racing or classical riding while higher prices are paid for female yearling 

Quarter horses bred for racing [17, 18]. Therefore, Determination of equine fetal sex can provide a useful 

service to breeders as it allows commercial strategies to be implemented. Decision to sell a pregnant mare with a 

fetus of the desired or undesired sex and culling broodmare is easier when fetal gender is known[8]. 

These are few of the commercial uses for fetal sexing. Potential demand exists in other species, including 

exotics and camelids.Early prenatal determination of sex is required for prevention of sex-linked diseases in 

humans. There are more than 350 X-linked diseases known in the human. Sex selection is required for fetuses at 

risk of X-linked diseases as identification of a male fetus indicates hemizygosity for the X chromosome and thus 

potential disease if the mother is a carrier (e.g. haemophilia). It is also of use in the clinical management of 

fetuses at risk of congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) [19-21]. Furthermore, there has always been an interest 

in the use of sexing methods for family balancing. In general, for comprehensive and efficient results in 

breedingand selection programs, it is necessary to include acost-effective and reliable strategy for early fetal sex 

determination. It can increase the genetic gain inthe herd and decrease the cost of progeny testing [22, 23].  

 

1.3, Methods of fetal sex determination 

several approaches have been established for genetic sex typing, such as karyotyping[24], H-Y antigen 

detection[25], X-linked enzymatic determination[26], DNA probes for embryos or cells obtained by 

amniocentesis[27], ultrasonic examination of fetal structures[13] and the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)[28-

31].Karyotyping by amniocentesis has been employed for sexing of equine and bovine embryos[32-34]. The 

technique is a time consuming and invasive process carrying a small but significant risk of miscarriage[27, 35] 

as well as requiring too much labor and could notbe used routinely as a standard reproductive 

managementpractice.  Immunological detection of the male specific H-Y antigen is another approach for fetal 

sex determination. Using this technique in the horse embryos, Wood et al. [36] obtained an overall accuracy of 

82 % while in bovine embryos, the accuracy of sex determination was 81% [37]. This method does not prove 

successful in embryos that have already initiated blastocoel formation [37].On the other hand, equine embryos 

enter the uterus at the late morula or early blastocyst stage [38], so only a small percentage of equine embryos 

recovered from the uterus would be applicable for this method. This method is non-invasive and less time-

consuming than karyotyping, but the results are less subjective and not accurate enough and the method has not 

been proven to be reproducible [39].  

The other technique has been employed for embryo sexing in bovine species ismeasurement of 

testosterone level in fetal fluids [40].Itis an invasive process requiring fetal fluid sampling and has some risks of 

abortion. The X-linked enzymatic determination of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) [26], is another 

technique could be named which requires embryos to be sexed before inactivation of X chromosome, thus 

limiting this approach to cleavage and morula stage embryos [41]. Another approach for animal fetal gender 

determination is transrectal ultrasonic diagnosis of fetal gender in utero.Ithas been done accurately in cattle [42] 

and horses [43] under farm conditions and appears to be a rapid and reliable technique. Muller and Wittkowski 

reported the visualization of the scrotal swelling in male and mammary glands in female bovine fetuses by real-

time ultrasound for sex determination with an accuracy of 94% between days 70 and 120 post fertilization[44]. 

Reports of fetal gender determination based on the identification and location of the genital tubercle relative to 

surrounding structures are also available [45, 46]. This technique poses some risk for the operator and they 

require much experience for accurate determination of sex as well as specialized equipment. Another method, 

molecular sexing based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR), is a practical alternative method that can provide 

sensitive, precise, rapid, and accurate results to determine the fetal sex. In addition, PCR-based embryo sexing is 

becoming increasingly prevalent compared to other methods for commercial purposes [28-30, 47] due to its 

simplicity and cost-effectiveness. PCR had been established for gender determination of bovine [31, 48, 49], 

ovine[48] and porcine[50] pre implantation stage embryos.   
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It is already known that sexual differentiation is determined primarily by the presence or absence of the 

Y chromosome[51]. In the presence and expression of the sex determining region Y (SRY) gene, the male 

pathway prevails, otherwise the female pathway gains control of gonadal development [52]. The PCR method 

for gender determination is usually based on the presence or absence of Y-specific amplification [50].  Another 

approach is to amplify the ZFY gene (zinc-finger protein Y) located on Y-chromosome and its X-chromosomal 

homologue, ZFX [48, 49, 53]. Previously The ZFY gene was thought to be the testis determining factor in 

mammals, afterwards it was confirmed that this factor is a gene termed SRY [3] and amplification of these loci 

by PCR have been used successfully in sex determination of many mammalian species [53, 54]. ZFX, ZFY and 

SRY have successfully been used for equine embryo sexing [6, 55-58] by single cell PCR identification. Choi et 

al., performed successfully and more accurately duplex PCR of the male specific SRY gene because genes 

present in multiple copies could enhance the sensitivity of PCR for sex determination[56].  Sex determination in 

cattle embryos before transfer is routinely and successfully achieved by nested PCR using DNA extracted from 

as few as two to four blastomeres[53, 54], However, equine embryos are much more sensitive to cell biopsy [59, 

60] due to the presence of acellularcapsul until day 21 pregnancy.  Similarly analysis of fetal sex in cells 

collected via amniocentesis from fetal fluids was applied in cattle [61]. Sex determination was performed via 

chromosome analysis and detection of sex-specific DNA by PCR method. The practicability of this technique is 

limited because the collection of fetal fluid is challenging. 

In 1971, the detection of fetal cells originating from regressing chorionic villi releasing into the lower 

uterine pole in the woman cervical mucus by Shettles, afforded a potential source of fetal material for non-

invasive testing[62]. Polymerase chain reaction was amplified using bovine cervical mucus for gender 

determination and 7 out of 13 male fetuses were correctly sexed with the sensivity of 71.4% [63]. Female 

somatic cells are equipped with two X chromosomes and could thus theoretically produce twice as much X-

specific transcripts as male cells [64]. However, one X chromosome is inactivated in females to avoid over-

expression of X-linked genes. X-inactivation requires a specific RNA called X-inactivated specific transcript 

(Xist) RNA. Based on the knowledge on the presence of Xist, an approach for sex determination in equine 

embryos was published. Sexing was possible in 77% of embryos collected before day 7 and results are 

comparable to those of routine sex determination in bovine embryos [58, 65]. The technique requires embryo 

fixation and is not applicable for sexing of embryos with the aim to produce foals. Molecular determination of 

fetal gender followed from the discovery of significant amounts of fetally derived DNA in maternal plasma [66]. 

During pregnancy, maternal and fetal circulations are separated by placental membranes. However, cell lysis 

resulting from physical and immunologic damage and also developmentally regulated apoptosis of fetal tissues 

could allow fetal DNA to cross the placental membrane [66].  

Non-invasive determination of fetal sex based on analysis of cffDNA (cell-free fetal DNA) in maternal 

plasma offers an alternative source of fetal genetic material [67]and would be a useful tool for prenatal genetic 

diagnosis.Lo et al used a nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system to detect the fetal DNA (cffDNA) in 

maternal plasma and serum and identified the Y-chromosome derived gene TSPY, on which is found the DYS14 

marker sequence [66]. After that, they developed the more sensitive quantitative real-time PCR systems [68], 

and showed the concentrations of cffDNA between 3.4% and 6.2% of total DNA in maternal plasma and direct 

correlation between the amount of cffDNA in maternal plasma and the age of gestation. cffDNA, as its rapid 

clearance from the maternal circulation, is an ideal source for prenatal investigation of the fetal genotype [69].   

However, little is known about the physical and biological characteristics of cffDNA in maternal plasma 

[70]and sensitivity of DNA extraction methods could play a crucial role in this kind of investigation. 

Generally, being less invasive, quick, highly sensitive and reliable, cost effective are the main advantages of the 

PCR method for gender determination. Thus, considering all these items, fetal sexing using PCRand DNA 

isolated from the maternal plasma could become an important tool to predict fetal sex.  

 

1.4, Determination of prenatal fetal sex using cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) 

The passage of nucleated cells from fetal to maternal circulation was first noted by Walknowska et al in 

1969[71]. Since then the potential applications and limitations of fetal cells for prenatal testing have been well 

characterized. In 1997, the discovery of fragmented, cell-free fetal DNA circulating in maternal plasma and 

serum by Lo et al afforded a potential alternative to isolation of rare fetal cells for non-invasive testing[66]. 

Fetal DNA fragments which originate in trophoblast cells lining the placental intervillous space, are released 

into maternal circulation after trophoblast degradation; the presence of placenta derived mRNA and DNA due to 

apoptosis of fetal cells in maternal blood were also observed as a minor sources of fetal genetic material in 

maternal circulation [72, 73]. It has been proved that the transfer of cell-free fetal DNA to maternal blood is 

detectable in all pregnancies [74]. Cell-free fetal DNA can be detected in maternal circulation as early as 5 

weeks of gestational age and persists throughout pregnancy [75]. Fetal cells persist in the maternal circulation 

after delivery [76] but most studies report that, cell-free fetal DNA, due to its mean half-life of 16.3 minutes, is 

cleared from circulation within a matter of hours after delivery and does not persist in the maternal circulation 
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post partum, thus previous pregnancies do not confound identification and analysis of fetal DNA from a current 

pregnancy [77]. This makes it a potentially ideal source for prenatal investigation of the fetal genotype.  

In the initial phase of gestation, the concentration of circulating fetal DNA in maternal plasma is very low but 

this figure increases gradually as the gestationprogresses [78]. The concentration of cell-free fetal DNA relative 

to total DNA ranges from 3.4% to 6.2%, or 25.4 to 292.2 genome equivalents per milliliter of maternal 

bloodduring pregnancy[68]. The detection of fetal DNA in maternal plasma does not require prior enrichment 

and is much simpler than detecting fetal nucleated cells in maternal blood. In human medicine, this approach has 

been shown to have application in the prenatal diagnosis of fetal paternally inherited genetic disorders (e.g fetal 

rhesus D status and sex-linked disorders) as well as common pregnancy-associated disorders such as preterm 

labor and preeclampsia [74]. One of the potential clinical applications is non-invasive identification of male 

fetuses at risk for X-linked disorders because identification of male DNA in maternal plasma is relatively easy. 

In this way fetal gender determination using DNA analysis of maternal serum has been suggested as a ‘pre-test’ 

to decide whether invasive testing should be performed on a fetus at risk to inherit an X-linked condition [79]. 

This test could also effectively be used to determine which pregnant women are carrying a potential fetus with 

congenital adrenal hyperplasia and should receive treatment [19, 80]. The success of this technology has 

resulted in the implementation of noninvasive fetal gender determination for women at risk of X-linked disorder 

into routine clinical practice in some units in the United Kingdom [81]. 

The initial discovery of cell-free fetal DNA in maternal plasma relied on polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) amplification and electrophoresis of DYS14, a multi-copy sequence located within the TSPY gene on the 

Y chromosome.So fetal DNA was necessarily detected only in male-bearing pregnancies with the sensitivity of 

80% [66]. More recently, prenatal sex determination has shifted to the detection of a single copy gene SRY, the 

sex-determining region on the Y chromosome, which may provide more reliable diagnostic capability than 

DYS14 [79]. Moreover, Laboratory techniques for sex detection have also been improved to quantitative real-

time PCR, which increases throughput and improves accuracy to 97% to 100% in the first trimester of 

pregnancy [68, 82].The targeting of the multi-copy DYS14 sequence of TSPY appears more sensitive for 

confirmatory analysis of the presence of cffDNA in maternal-plasma samples[83]. TSPY is a multi-gene family 

containing both functional genes and pseudogenes and the effect of copy-number polymorphisms on 

quantitative analysis between different individuals has not been explored. 

SRY as a single target represents the best choice. There are several articles reporting real-time PCR analysis of 

the SRY gene that achieve sensitivities in excess of 90%, many 100% [81]. Furthermore, the incidence of false-

positive results appears to be extremely low with none described in series using real-time PCR for analysis of 

either the SRY or DYS14gene. Recently, a nested PCR approach to detect the Amelogenin gene in maternal 

plasma has been described [84]. Amelogenin is an intronic size polymorphism of AMELXY located on both the 

X and Y chromosomes [85] and sometimes used in maternal-plasma testing. It is a common target in QF-PCR 

when coupled with analysis of invasively sampled cffDNA[86, 87]. There are now a number of articles in the 

literature reporting the detection of fetal gender based on cffDNA in domestic animal maternal plasma (table 1). 

Utilization of cffDNA as a new approach for prenatal sex determination is getting more popular in the livestock 

industry. Hereunder, it will be reviewedemploying this approach for prenatal detection in horse, cattle and 

sheep.   

 

1.4.1, Equine fetal sex detection using cffDNA 

Non-invasive determination of fetal sex in mares based on analysis of fetal material collected from 

maternal plasma would be a useful tool providing opportunities for prenatal genetic diagnosis. In this way, a 

new promising method for sexing in horse was employed by De Leon et al in 2012. Using this technique, they 

identified cffDNA in maternal blood of 20 thoroughbred mares in the final three months of pregnancy. Sex 

determination was performed by PCR amplification of SRY gene resulting in a sensitivity of 72.7% and overall 

accuracy rate of 85%. Furthermore, using SRY/2nd PCR and qPCR techniques, sensitivity and accuracy went 

up to 90.9% and 95% respectively [88]. Afterward, Kadivar et al in 2016 developed a real-time PCR assay for 

detecting cffDNA in arabian pregnant mare plasma predicting fetal sex through identifying SRY gene. The 

cffDNA was extracted from blood plasma of 28 pregnant mares between 8 and 20 weeks of gestation and real-

time PCR was performed for the SRY gene as well as GAPDH as the internal control. The accuracy of test was 

88% whereas sensitivity and specificity were 85.7% and 90.9% respectively. There were a positive predictive 

value (PPV) of 92.3% (CI 70.7–  99.6), and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 83.3% (CI 59.9–91.2)[89].  

 

1.4.2, Bovine fetal sex detection using cffDNA 

Recently, there has been a great interest in the possibility of detecting minimal amounts of fetal DNA 

in the bovine maternal plasma in the attempt to establish reliable non-invasive techniques for prenatal diagnosis 

of fetal gender. In 1996, Kadokawa et al. believed, based on their previous research, that fetal cells were very 

rare or may be absent in bovine maternal blood and that they were not able to detect bovine fetal cell DNA in 
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pregnant maternal blood for prenatal sexing by a PCR method[90]. But then, some recent reports are published 

regarding the prediction of the bovine fetal sex by PCR using DNA isolated from maternal plasma and specific 

articles regarding the evidence of bovine transplacental fetal DNA passage. In the first study, Xi et al. reported 

in 2006 that they could successfully predict fetal sex by amplifying the SRY gene from pregnant cow blood with 

the overall accuracy rate of 60 % during 30–59 days of gestation[91]. In the second study, Nested PCR Was 

employed to detect the fetal SRY in the 110 tested plasma samples from the pregnant cows (Wang et al. 2010). 

the authors could successfully amplify the fetal DNA from maternal plasma and fetuses could be sexed with an 

overall accuracy rate of 100 % (43/43) for males and 91.0 % (61/ 67) for females[92]. In the third study, fetal 

sex was correctly determined by amplification of Y-specific sequences in the plasma of 35pregnant cows in 

88.6% of cases. Regression analysis showeda strong relationship between the probability of correctly predicting 

fetalsex and the stage of gestation. It was estimated that the test performed at 55.0 days or later post fertilization 

would have 99.9 % accuracy [93]. Furthermore, in another study by Lemos et al. in 2011, PCR amplification 

results using TSPY gene primers matched the fetal phenotypic gender in all 47 male and 37 female fetuses 

studied [94]. Hitherto, the passage of cffDNA (a fetal specific and Y specific sequences) to maternal circulation 

had been shown throughout pregnancy of cattle [95].  

 

1.4.3, Ovine fetal sex detection using cffDNA 

It is obvious that prediction of fetal sex in the ovine species could be useful in the management 

decisions so set up a simple and accurate method for fetal gender determination in sheep seems necessary. In 

this regard, Kadivar et al. for the first time reported in 2013 that they had successfully predicted fetal sex by 

amplifying the SRY gene from 46 pregnant ewe blood plasma during the second to fifth months of gestation. 

They utilized real-time PCR assay to detect free fetal DNA in pregnant ewe plasma. The sensitivity and 

specificity of test were 100% with no false negative or positive results. The quantitative changes of fetal DNA 

during pregnancy were also investigated using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction and determined 

that fetal DNA levels are significantly increased during pregnancy, up to approximately 1.65-fold in the last 2 

months of pregnancy[96]. Determination of ovine fetal gender was followed by amplification of a Y specific 

insertion in Amelogenin gene by real-time PCR assay[97]. Kadivar et al. employed a new approach in applying 

Amelogenin  for fetal sex determination in ovine species. The test sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were 

96.5%, 87.5% and 93.3% respectively for 45 pregnant ewes with age of pregnancy varying from 8 to 18 weeks 

of gestation. Furthermore, the result of relative quantification showed that the cell free fetal DNA values were 

significantly higher in ewes with more than 3 months of pregnancy relative to those with less than it [97].  

  

II. Conclusion 

It is concluded that non-invasive testing, using maternal peripheral blood as a source of fetal genetic 

material, is a progressive field for early prenatal diagnosis in human studies. It avoids the risk of miscarriage 

and provides the possibility of widespread use of these techniques. Use of these genetic source in domestic 

animals is in its infancy. All studies conducted so far, have been focused on sex prediction in farm animals. The 

emergence of next generation sequencing techniques, provides a new study area that makes it possible to use 

this valuable genetic source not only for fetal sex prediction but also for other genetic evaluations prenatally.  

 

Table1. Studies reporting identifying male fetuses from ffDNA in the maternal circulation of farm animals. 
Author N Gestation 

(weeks) 

PCR technique Gene accuracy 

De Leon (2012) 20 mares 3 months PCR SRY 85% 

De Leon (2012) 20 mares 3 months 2nd PCR &qPCR SRY 95% 

Kadivar (2016) 28 mares 8-20 weeks Real-time PCR SRY & GAPDH 88% 

Xi (2006) 30 cattle 30-59 days PCR SRY 60% 

Wang (2010) 110 cattle 30-242 days Nested PCR Sry 100% 

da Cruz (20120 35 cattle 55-270 days PCR Y specific amplicons 99.9% 

Kadivar (2013) 46 ewes 8-17 weeks Real-time PCR SRY & GAPDH 100% 

Kadivar (2014) 45 ewes 8-18 weeks Real-time PCR Amelogenin 93.3% 
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